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Abstract. We present a study in which we experimentally manipulate the form of 

support offered to groups of three students during collaborative learning. Specifically, 

we contrast two forms of Academically Productive Talk (APT) facilitation, known as 

Revoicing and Agree-Disagree. The first form has been demonstrated effective with 

the target age group (i.e., 9
th

 grade) on an earlier more difficult unit. The second form 

has been demonstrated effective with older kids. Results suggest that with this age 

group, facilitation with Revoicing may be more effective than Agree-Disagree. Im-

plications for future work are discussed.

Keywords: dynamic support for collaborative learning, academically productive talk,  

discussion for learning.

1 Introduction 

Collaborative learning activities, when delivered effectively, can provide significant 

cognitive, metacognitive, and social benefits to students  [18] [32] [35]. Studies in the 

field of computer-supported collaborative learning have demonstrated the pedagogical 

value of social interaction  [37] [38]. Prior work on adaptive support for collaborative 

learning has adapted hint-based support originally developed for individual learning 

to support peer tutoring  [13], and other work has grown out of earlier efforts to devel-

op tutorial dialogue agents originally designed for individual learning 

 [16] [30] [40] [41]. This form of dynamic agent-based support for collaborative learn-

ing was historically tailored to specific learning populations and content domains 

 [22], which limits its generality.  More generalizable forms of support would increase 

the potential for impact, but as we discuss in this paper, raise new questions about 

principles for adaptation that would enable us as system developers to provide solu-

tions that can be effective for diverse student populations. 

Our recent efforts are in the direction of intelligent conversational agents acting as 

discussion facilitators, offering support behaviors that are not tied to a particular con-

tent-area or context  [1] [10] [14]. The design of such support is in line with the litera-

ture on facilitation of collaborative learning groups  [17]. In particular, it draws upon a

body of work that has shown that certain forms of classroom discussion facilitation, 

termed Accountable Talk, or Academically Productive Talk (APT), are beneficial for 

learning with understanding  [3] [8] [9] [28] [29] [33] [34] [39].

In this paper we present results from a study in which we contrast two forms of 

APT based support. The first form, Revoicing support, has been found in prior work 
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to achieve positive learning effects with the target student population of 9
th

 graders 

 [14] on an earlier and more difficult lesson. The other form of support, Agree-

Disagree support, has been found to be effective with older, more advanced learners 

 [1] in a different content domain. In this study, we show that with a 9
th

 grade student 

population, Revoicing support is slightly more effective that Agree-Disagree support. 

These results contribute towards an empirical foundation for adapting APT based 

support to differences in content domain difficulty and differences in the developmen-

tal stage of target learners. 

In the remainder of the paper we first review the state of the art in agent based sup-

port for collaborative learning. Next we describe two forms of APT-based support. 

Then we describe an evaluation study where we compare the effectiveness of these 

two forms of support for 9
th
 grade biology students working on a genetics unit that is 

relatively easy for them. We conclude with discussion of results and future directions. 

2 Prior Work 

Academically Productive Talk has grown out of frameworks that emphasize the 

importance of social interaction in the development of mental processes. Michaels, 

O’Connor and Resnick  [26] describe a number facilitating moves that teachers can 

employ to promote student-centered classroom discussion. A selection of these moves 

are presented in Table 1. In studies where teachers used similar facilitation strategies, 

students showed dramatic improvement on standardized math scores, transfer to read-

ing test scores, and retention of transfer for up to 3 years  [8] [9]. 

Table 1. Selected Accountable Talk Moves 

APT Move Example

Revoicing a student’s statement “So, let me see if I’ve got your thinking right. 

You’re saying XXX?” 

Asking students to apply their 

own reasoning to someone 

else’s reasoning

“Do you agree or disagree, and why?”

Collaboration scripts are a common way to describe and structure support for col-

laborative learning  [20] within the field of computer-supported collaborative learning. 

A collaboration script may describe any of a wide range of features of collaboration 

scenarios, including the tasks, timing, roles, and the methods and desired patterns of 

interaction between the participants. A script can describe the collaborative activity at 

the macro or micro level  [12]. Macro-scripts describe the sequence and structure each 

phase of a group's activities, specifying coarse-grained features such as assigned tasks 

and roles, and the overall shape of the activity. Micro-scripts, on the other hand, are 

models of dialogue and argumentation embedded in the activity, and are intended to 

be adopted and progressively internalized by the participants  [19]. Micro-scripts can 

be realized by sharing prompts or hints with the user, guiding or providing models for 

their contributions  [36]. While traditional collaboration scripts such as these can pro-
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vide some degree of support for conversational and reasoning practices, they fall short 

of delivering the active, engaged facilitation described by the APT literature. 

In particular, such scripts are static, and do not respond to changes in (or awareness 

of) student need or ability during the activity. Such non-adaptive approaches risk 

detrimental over-scripting  [11]. More preferable would be the delivery or adjustment 

of supports in response to the automatic analysis of student activity  [2] [31]. The col-

laborative conversational agents described by Kumar and Rosé  [24] were among the 

first to implement such dynamic scripting in a CSCL setting, with demonstrable gains 

over otherwise equivalent static support. Likewise, recent work by Baghaei et al  [6]

and Diziol et al  [13] show that adaptive supports can have meaningful effects on stu-

dent learning and interaction. 

3 Dynamic Support for Academically Productive Talk 

Two dynamic conversational supports based upon APT facilitation, namely Re-

voicing and Agree-Disagree, were implemented and evaluated in this study. The 

open-source Bazaar architecture  [2] was used to author and orchestrate the conversa-

tional agent and the support behaviors described below. 

 

3.1 Revoicing Support 

One of the forms of support evaluated in this paper is a Bazaar component that per-

forms an Academically Productive Talk move referred to as Revoicing. The agent 

compares student statements against a list of conceptually correct statements devel-

oped with teachers. In the study described in this article, 35 such statements were 

developed and validated against pilot data. For each student turn, we calculate a 

measure of “bag of synonyms” cosine similarity against each expert statement, based 

on the method described by Fernando and Stevenson  [15]. If this similarity value 

exceeds a conservatively high threshold, we consider the student's turn to be a possi-

ble paraphrase of the matched statement, and thus “revoicable” (this threshold was 

determined through tests against pilot data, such that at least 80% of the revoicings 

suggested for candidate student were on-target). The Revoicing component may re-

spond by offering the matched statement as a paraphrase of the student's turn, for 

example “So what I hear you saying is XXX. Is that right?” No statement may trigger 

a revoice move more than once.  

3.2 Agree-Disagree Support 

The other support we evaluate is a Bazaar component which performs the APT 

Agree-Disagree move. Candidate student statements are identified using the same 

method as described for the Revoicing support, but with a lower threshold that allows 

looser matches. After detecting such a candidate, the agent waits for the other students 

in the group to respond to it. If another student responds with an evaluation of their 

peer’s contribution (for example, “I agree” or “I think you’re wrong”, as recognized 

by a small list of hand-crafted regular expressions), but doesn’t support the evaluation 
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with an explanation, the agent will encourage this second student to provide one. If a 

student instead follows up with another APT candidate statement, the agent does 

nothing, leaving the floor open for productive student discussion to continue unim-

peded, reducing the risk of over-scripting their collaboration. If the other students do 

not respond with either an evaluation or a contentful follow-up, the agent prompts 

them to comment on the candidate statement – for example, “What do you think about 

Billy’s idea? Do you agree or disagree?”

4 Method 

Following the literature on APT used as a classroom facilitation technique, in this 

study we test the hypothesis that appropriate APT support in a computer-supported 

collaborative learning setting will both intensify the exchange of reasoning between 

students during the collaborative activity, and increase learning during the activity. 

4.1 Instructional Content and Study Procedure 

Participants: This study was conducted in seven 9
th

 grade biology classes of an 

urban school district. The classes were distributed across two teachers (with respec-

tively 3 and 4 classes) for a total of 143 students total, with 76 consenting. Students 

were randomly assigned to groups of 3. Groups were randomly assigned to condi-

tions. Only data from consenting students was used in the analysis presented here. 

Experimental Manipulation: This study was run as a 3 condition between sub-

jects design in which the APT agents provided some behaviors in common across 

conditions, but other behaviors were manipulated experimentally. Across all condi-

tions, the agent provided the same macro level support by guiding the students 

through the activity using the same phases introduced in such a way as to control for 

time on task. It was the micro-scripting behaviors that were manipulated experimen-

tally in order to create the three conditions of the design. The first experimental condi-

tions was Revoicing, using the behavior described above. The second was the Agree-

Disagree condition, where the Agree-Disagree behavior discussed above was used. In 

the control condition, neither of these behaviors was used.  

Learning Content: The study was carried out during a module introducing the 

concepts of genetics, heredity, and single-trait inheritance. In the activity, student 

groups were presented with a set of three problems and asked to reason about the 

physical and genetic traits of the likely parents of a set of siblings. Specifically, in 

each problem, students were shown a litter of eight kittens that varied in fur color 

(either orange or white), and were instructed to identify the genotypes and phenotypes 

of the parents, and to explain their reasoning to their teammates. This sort of “back-

wards” reasoning had not been explicitly addressed in the course to date – students 

only had prior experience with “forward” reasoning from given parental traits. The 

mystery parents were presented as the inputs to an unpopulated Punnett square, as 
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shown in Figure 2. As an incentive, students were told that the best team, determined 

by a combination of discussion quality and post-test scores, would be awarded a mod-

est prize. Each of the three tasks was progressively harder than the last in that fewer 

clues about the parent’s identities were included. The collaborative task content, the 

macro-scripts that supported it, and the list of statements powering the APT support 

were all developed iteratively with feedback from teachers and content experts. 

Fig. 1. Task sequence for the collaborative activity. 

Study Procedure: The study was conducted over three phases, which occurred as 

single class periods over two school days. The first phase (“day 1”) involved the 

teachers taking a pre-test at the end of a regular class session. 

The second phase (“day 2”) was centered around a 20 minute collaborative com-

puter-mediated activity during which the experimental manipulation took place. The 

students performed the activity in groups of three, scaffolded by a conversational 

agent. Students within classes were randomly assigned to groups, then groups to con-

ditions. The activity was introduced by a cartoon handout depicting the use of APT, 

and a ten-minute presentation describing the task and reviewing the basics of genetics 

and heredity. At the end of this second phase, the students took a post-activity test. 

The computer activity was intended to equip the students with enough empirical 

data and attempts at reasoning to prepare them for the third phase (“day 3”), a full 

class APT discussion with their teacher, during which they would reconcile their dif-

ferent understandings and explanations. At the end of this discussion, they took a 

post-discussion test. 

Fig. 2. Concept cartoon question from the post-activity test. 
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4.2 Measurement 

Domain knowledge was measured at three time points using a paper based test. 

Each of the three tests (Pre-Test, Post-Activity Test, Post-Discussion Test) followed a 

similar format: a set of multiple choice problem-solving questions addressing forward 

and backward reasoning about single inheritance, and what we refer to as a concept 

cartoon, in which a set of potential parents for a single child was displayed, along 

with two hypotheses for who the child’s parents might be. Students were instructed to 

select one hypothesis and clearly explain the conditions that would allow it to be true 

– either hypothesis could be correct, with different underlying assumptions. Student 

responses were graded with a rubric assessing the quality and depth of their explana-

tion, including explicit displays of reasoning. 

Each test covered the same knowledge but used different scenarios. The knowledge 

to be covered by each test was established in coordination with the teachers, with 

teacher trainers who identified common misconceptions, and with test results from a 

study run with the same content the previous year. After an initial round of consensus 

grading by two graders on a subset of the tests to establish a scoring guide, the re-

maining tests were divided and scored by one grader each. 

Table 2. Total test scores (standard dev) for Pretest, Post-Activity Test, and Post-Discussion 

Test in the 3 conditions. 

Control Revoice Agree-Disagree

Pretest 5.5 (3.1) 5.5 (3.2) 3.9 (3.0)

Post-Activity Test 6 (3.4) 6.3 (3.1) 4 (3.1)

Post-Discussion 

Test

5.7 (3.1) 6.1 (2.9) 4.8 (3.3)

4.3 Results 

First we tested whether students learned during the online activity. Test scores 

were divided into explanation questions and problem solving questions. Thus, for 

each test, each student has two scores. In order to evaluate learning, we used an 

ANOVA with Test Score as the dependent variable, Explanation vs Skill, Pretest vs 

Post-Activity Test, Condition, and Teacher as independent variables. We added 

Teacher as a variable because we noticed that students from one teacher learned sig-

nificantly more than students from the other teacher. In this analysis, all of the inde-

pendent variables were significant except Pre-test vs Post-test, which was marginal, 

F(1, 270) = 3.6, p < .06. There were no significant interactions between independent 

variables. Thus we find qualified evidence that students learned during the online 

activity, across conditions. However, on inspecting the average scores in Table 1, we 

see barely any evidence of learning in the Agree-Disagree condition. The most learn-

ing we see is about .25 standard deviations in the Revoicing condition, and about half 

that in the Control condition. 
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We also tested whether students learned during the Post-activity discussion. In this 

case, when comparing between the Post-Activity test and the Post-Discussion test 

there was no significant difference. In fact, the trend was that students scored more 

poorly on the Post-Discussion test than the Post-Activity test, except in the Agree-

Disagree condition, where the students came into the discussion with less knowledge 

than students in the other two conditions, and seemed to be able to use the Post-

activity Discussion to catch up, which is consistent with findings from earlier studies 

(Dyke et al., in press). 

We compared learning across conditions between Pre-test and Post-Activity test, 

and between Pre-test and Post-Discussion test. In both cases, we used an ANCOVA 

with the posttest measure (i.e., Post-Activity test in the first comparison and Post-

Discussion test in the second) as the dependent variable and the Pre-test as the covari-

ate. We retained the Teacher variable in addition to the condition variable. In neither 

case do we find a significant effect of condition. However between the Pre-test and 

Post-activity test the trend is for adjusted posttest scores to be higher than the control 

condition in the Revoicing condition (by .13 standard deviations) and lower than the 

control condition in the Agree-Disagree condition (by .4 standard deviations), with 

very similar trends when comparing between Pre-test and Post-Discussion test.  

We acknowledge that stronger claims could be made by conducting our analysis 

using multilevel modeling.  However, such complex modeling techniques require 

larger data sets in order to avoid falling prey to type II errors during hypothesis test-

ing.  Due to the small size of our data, we employed simpler methods for our analysis. 

5 Discussion & Conclusions 

Overall, the results are weak. However, the results suggest a differential effect of 

the two experimental conditions. The trend in favor of the Revoicing condition is 

consistent with earlier studies with the same age group, but on a more difficult unit in 

the course  [14]. The trend to learn less than the control condition in the Agree-

Disagree condition is in contrast to earlier results with more advanced learners  [1]

where students in the Agree-Disagree condition learned significantly more than in the 

control condition. These suggestive results will need to be followed up with additional 

experimentation before we can have more confidence in the findings. However, they 

do suggest that the effect of these APT facilitation strategies on learning depend on 

the difficulty of the unit and the developmental stage of the learners, and that more 

results are needed to inform effective strategies for supporting groups of learners. 
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